
A wily canal chub falls 
foul of Tom’s maggots
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What would you do if  a feature 
has to be abandoned because 
the angler you are supposed to 

be photographing has to rush off? That was 
exactly our predicament when Andy May 
received the phone call that he had been 
waiting nine long months for – yes, Mrs May 
had gone into labour and was about to give 
birth to ‘Mini May’!

Before this, our Species Hunt star had 
been patiently priming a far-bank bush 
for chub. With his local rivers still stricken 
by ice-cold water I suggested a swim on 
the Coventry Canal, near the town of  
Atherstone, instead. There was a good 
chance of  a big chub or two from a couple 
of  pegs here but I also knew how old and 
wise these Þ sh had become. For this reason 
I wasn’t too concerned when after a couple 
of  hours Andy had still not had a bite. This 
isn’t unusual and part of  their attraction 
has to be the sense of  anticipation; knowing 
full well that when one Þ nally succumbs to 
your hook bait all hell can break loose!

Sadly, we never got to see if  Andy’s peg 
would indeed deliver because he was soon 
whizzing back up the M6 with far more 
important matters on his mind. As I often 
do on features, though, I couldn’t resist 
bringing my own tackle along for a bit of  
a play. So, instead of  calling it a day, Tom 
Scholey and I decided to stop on and Þ sh 
a different swim to see if  we could tempt a 
chub or two of  our own. Even with an arctic 
wind biting into our faces, it seemed a shame 
to waste the day!

As much as I love Þ shing for this species, 
they frustrate me because they only ever 

seem to live in certain swims, 
which just so happen to be the 
snaggiest, branch-infested, rig-
swallowing lairs that you’ve ever 
seen! There is nothing quite like the 
thrill you get from hooking big Þ sh 
on pegs like this, though – as long as 
you get them out!

Lots of  canals hold chub these 
days. Find a bush, boat or lock 
cutting and they will rarely be far 
away. Even if  you know where they 
live, however, they are still tricky to 
catch. Feeding correctly to tempt one 
from its den is one part of  the puzzle; 
correctly presenting a hook bait with 
substantial enough tackle to tame 
them is another. »
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There is nothing like
hooking big Þ sh on pegs
like this – as long as 
you can get them out!

Jon had to console himself with perch after losing an unseen leviathan!
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On most of  the canals that I frequent, the 
chub now seem to average 2lb and giants 
as big as 6lb are a possibility on this stretch. 
They don’t get to be this size by being stupid, 
so they take some catching – and stopping! 

Over the years I’ve seen enough evidence 
to prove to me that chub won’t tolerate 
thick line or crude tackle unless there’s 
plenty of  colour and movement in the 
water. In summer I wouldn’t hesitate to use 
strong 0.18mm 
or 0.20mm 
tow rope to give 
myself  a Þ ghting 
chance, but while 
it is so cold and 
clear 0.16mm 
is probably the 
thickest that I will contemplate. More likely, 
I will Þ sh 0.14mm and possibly scale down 
to 0.12mm. I would only go lighter on less 
snaggy swims or if  I felt that roach and 
skimmers were also a possibility. 

More often than not I use a hooklength 
that allows me to use a more abrasion-
resistant main line from 0.16mm to 
0.20mm and, should I get broken, I can 
usually just replace the hooklength and not 
the entire rig. I prefer longish 10in to 12in 
traces for their added stretch.

For hooks, a forged pattern is best because 
you don’t want anything that can spring 
open. My current favourites are the Gama 
Power or, if  I want something slightly Þ ner, 
a Drennan Wide Gape. A size 16 is the best 
starting size because it will happily cope 
with worm, double caster and maggot.

For a long time I used to use solid No16 
elastic set tight through a power kit but I 
was never 100 per cent happy with this. 
The instant resistance caused Þ sh to bolt 
and you were playing Þ sh on the bend of  
the pole more than the elastic. It also meant 
that smaller Þ sh like perch could bounce off  
because there was no elastic coming out to 
cushion them.

Hollow elastic stretches too far for me, so 
I prefer doubled-up No10 Preston Slip and 
set it normally so that some elastic should 
come out regardless of  Þ sh size. This elastic 
kicks in progressively but quickly and should 
stop a Þ sh as long as you ship back fast 
enough. On very snaggy pegs I will reduce 
the amount of  elastic in my power kit with 
the help of  some ß y-line backing at the bung 
end. This way, the elastic is still forgiving on 
the strike but there is even less of  it for a Þ sh 
to pull out. I have even had 10lb carp from 
summer canals on this setup!

Nowhere is the term ‘power pole’ more apt 
than with this style of  Þ shing. My Garbolino 
G10 stays in the holdall and the stronger 

Super G Power is called into action. The 
only other item that you need is a strong, 
carp-style pole ß oat. I prefer thickish bristles 
to dibbers because you can read the bites 
better. Today it’s a 4x10 Preston Inter 7, 
which also has a thick wire stem for stability. 
This is simply shotted with strung-out 
No11s for a slow fall.

If  I could only take one bait for big Þ sh 
on these narrow waterways then it would 

be casters. Their 
different shades have 
varying buoyancies 
and I am sure that 
this variation helps 
to confuse those wily 
Þ sh. I always like to 
pick out the darkest 

casters to try and negate the weight of  the 
hook. At times, a ß oating caster will give an 
even slower fall. Maggots are less popular on 
my local canal network than they perhaps 
should be but they offer a good change bait. 

Worms are also excellent if  the chub are 
hungry. You seem to be able to get away with 
stouter gear with a worm on the hook, so I 
will regularly start off  with half  a dendra on 
a stronger rig before switching to casters. 
Feeding chopped worms and casters together 
during summer can be great 
but as soon as the weather 
turns I Þ nd that worms seem 
to lose their effectiveness. I 
am convinced that the Þ sh are 
wising up to chopped worms 
on regularly Þ shed swims. 
They are still a great pulling 
bait on the right day, though, 
so try feeding one swim with 
chopped worm and casters 
and the other with just casters. 
Another option is holding back 
on the worms until later in the 
session, when casters on their 
own have failed. 

A pint of  casters and a ¼kg 
of  worms is Þ ne in winter, 
doubling this amount in 
summer. These days, rather 
than dump a big potful, I feel 
that it’s better to feel your way 
into a session with 20 to 40 
casters at the start and perhaps 
a few chopped worms. 

Chub hunt by sight, so bait 
falling through the water can 
be an essential trigger, rather 
than sitting and waiting. 
Catapulting just three shells 
every few minutes could be all 
that’s needed to catch their 
eye. More and more these 

days, though, I Þ nd myself  Þ xing a Cad Pot 
on the end of  my top kit and accurately 
dripping in casters instead. You don’t want 
to be accidentally spraying bait deep into 
unreachable areas where the Þ sh may never 
feel the need to venture out. On the other 
hand, an odd stray caster may give the Þ sh a 
taste and convince them to start swimming, 
so a mixture of  accurate potting and light 
cattying can work.

You can catch chub in inches of  water 
tight across on a busy summer waterway, 
but around three feet against some cover is 
much more favourable at this time of  year. 
Expect a bite at any time but the Þ rst 30 
minutes and the last hour of  light are always 
the most likely. Strangely, I rarely catch 
many chub off  the bottom. Instead, I prefer 
to lay on just a couple of  inches and expect a 
bite as soon as the rig has settled. Twitching 
and dragging the hook bait deÞ nitely works 
and water movement is another critical 
factor. A seemingly barren swim can 
suddenly burst into life simply because the 
water has started to tow. Usually, the more 
boats the better for this species.

So that’s the theory and tackle explained. 
How did the session go? Well I knew it 
wasn’t going to be easy but I realistically 

A stray caster may
give the Þ sh a taste
and convince them to
start swimming.

A light fl oat is important because 
wily chub like to watch the
 bait fall through the water.

Ultima Power Silk is Jon’s choice of
 main line for extreme fi shing.

Doubled-up Preston No10 elastic 
proved stout enough to bring

 the chub away from the snag.
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expected to catch at least one chub, with 
any more than three a bonus. It is certainly 
a waiting game but there are always tweaks 
to your presentation and feeding to keep you 
busy. That is why Tom and I took it in turns 
sitting on my box, so that each of  us could 
ring the changes. 

After almost an hour of  inactivity I 
Þ nally had an indication on my ß oat that 
never developed. Next cast and the same 
thing happened. With double caster on the 
hook I was sure it was a chub that wasn’t 
quite convinced by my presentation. Then, 
the canal started to pull slightly and just 
as the ß oat was drifting under the dense 
overhanging branches it shot under. 
Several feet of  elastic were out as I quickly 
unshipped. I had done the hard part because 
the Þ sh was now in open water. Whatever it 
was, it was big – very big! Then, just as I felt 
that I had the upper hand, disaster struck 
The hook inexplicably pulled out and the Þ sh 
was gone. 

The air was blue because I was sure that 
Þ sh was 4lb plus. I was also aware that 
one lost Þ sh could rule out any chance of  
catching any more. It was now a case of  
calming down and steadily building the 
swim all over again.

Another hour passed and a positive dip, 
this time on single caster on a 0.12mm rig, 
resulted in a short-lived Þ ght as an angry 
perch was netted. Effortlessly bringing this 
1lb Þ sh in made us realise just how big that 
lost Þ sh could have been.

Now it was Tom’s turn. I had just about 
gone through everything I could think of  
but Tom had a few ideas of  his own. Years of  
experience at this sort of  Þ shing convinced 
me that casters were the perfect bait. Tom 
ignored my advice and stuck three maggots 
on the hook and Þ lled my Cad Pot with more 
of  the same!

Unbelievably, he missed a bite immediately 
on a bait combo that I hadn’t even 
considered. Another missed bite saw him 
‘Þ shing for squirrels’ as he tangled my rig in 
the bushes. A new rig was eventually laid in, 
along with a generous amount of  maggots, 
and as soon as his hook bait reached 
the deck it shot under. 

Shipping back 
frantically, the Þ sh put 
up a spirited Þ ght but 
was soon in the net. 
It was what we had 
come for – a great big 
old chub. The gear was 

more than up to it and at almost 4lb it made 
me question just how much bigger ‘the one 
that got away’ could have been. Perhaps it 
was foul hooked? We will never know.

Try as we might, just one more quality 
perch on maggots followed before we had 
to call the session to an end. The sun had 
disappeared behind the steep hill and the 
temperature had plummeted. It had been a 
thoroughly enjoyable, albeit tough, session 
and we left vowing to return. Next time we 
will both have our tackle and a bush each 
to Þ sh. Perhaps we can also Þ nd out for sure 
if  Tom’s maggots really are better than the 
casters that I have so much faith in?

Oh, and I must add that Andy had an even 
better catch that night because Oliver May 
was born at 9.47pm and went 7lb 10oz on 
the scales. Congratulations mate!

Snaggy swims call 

for powerful poles. 

The Super G Power 

is more than up 
to the job!

Thanks to Maid Of The Mill AC for the use of the venue. 
Contact Baz on 07891 881271 for more information. 

What lies beneath? Snaggy swims
hold so much mystery for anglers.
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